
 
 
 
 ELECTRICAL (OP): 
 

 

 

Promotions : 

Promotions carried out during last 2 years is as under : 

Promotion to the post of  2016-17 2017-18 (upto Nov) 

Sr. Loco Pilot 449 Nil 

Loco Pilot (S)  Nil  Nil  

Loco Pilot (Goods) 184 78 

LP(M/Exp.) Nil  15 

Ch. Loco Inspector 26 - 

 

TRAINING :  

 LP ALP LP(S) 

16-17 
 

17-18 
(upto 
Nov) 

16-17 
 

17-18 
(upto 
Nov) 

16-17 
 

17-18 
(upto 
Nov) 

REFE 240 253 379 296 5 7 
REFD 133 64 2 49 15 5 
REFT 281 258 153 130 8 2 
3-Ph. Loco 
training 

240 253 324 296 5 7 

Safety 
Camp 

194 267 49 298 4 8 

Family counseling, train speed checking through Speedo meter down loading 
and speed gun, Seminars, Mobile checking etc. 

 16-17 (upto Nov) 17-18 (upto Nov) 
Speedometer 318 342 
Seminars  126 176 
Family Counseling 631 1113 
Surprise Mobile Checking 5193 11163 
Ambush Checking =260+784 =535+944 

Crew Counseling by CLIs 
LP-7835 

ALP-6993 
LP(S)-624 

LP-10111 
ALP-11162 
LP(S)-877 

* This figure includes repetition of LP/ALP. 
 

 



 

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTAL WORKS: 

 In view of problems faced by the division to impart training to the large 
number of running staff, the Electrical refresher training course has been 
started at DMTC/KUR w.e.f. 27.07.2016 after obtaining approval of the 
competent authority. 

 A booklet containing 21 nos. of Case studies on account of Bad 
engineman-ship and a booklet containing 17 nos. of case studies of Good 
work done by Crew/Staff/Supervisor during last 11 months has been 
prepared by this department and circulated to all crew lobbies for 
counseling of Crew. 

Crew Management System (CMS): 

1301 Nos. of routes created in CMS minimising 
manual singing on/off, which also lead to 
generation of correct mileage/ OT etc. 

Payment of mileage/OT/NDA/NHA etc. of all 
CMS based crew lobbies of Khurda Road 
division is being made through CMS generated 
reports minimizing clerical error & a step 
towards saving of manpower.  

 For Quick compliance of Abnormality 
experienced by the Crew during train operation, a software called Driver’s 
Unsatisfactory Management system (DRUMS) has been installed at all Crew 
lobbies through which unusual reporting to the immediate supervisor of the 
concerned section/department is being done as soon as the Crew controller 
Logins the unusual occurrence. If no remedial action has been taken by the 
concerned departmental supervisor within 24 hours, then a message will 
automatically be sent to the next higher level. Again, if no remedial action will 
be taken within 48 hours, then a message will be forwarded to the concerned 
branch officer & so on, which is a very quick & effective unsatisfactory 
monitoring system. 

 In order have a full proof system of crew signing ON/OFF, doing breathalyzer  
test, reading and understanding circulars, CCTV has been commissioned at 
KUR, PSA, TLHR, PRDP, PUI crew & Guard lobby and under commissioning 
at other lobbies. Also, CCTVs provided in crew counselling rooms in order to 
ensure proper & quality counselling to running staff. 



 

 As per Railway board’s guidelines, Provision of Subsidized meal system has 
been implemented in all the Running rooms of Khurda Road division 

 In order to provide proper rest to crew after working trains, Air-conditioners 
have been provided at running room, Puri & Palasa. 

 
 

IN HOUSE TRAINING : 

 

Audio-Visual Trouble Shooting Training 
In order to enrich the Technical skills of the newly converted crew, this department  
has started Audio-visual counseling to the crew with the help of multimedia 
projector & this has yielded a good result on improving the technical skill of crew. 

 

 

Computersied Electric Loco Charting at TLC/KUR 

This department  has Computerized Electric Loco Charting by replacing Manual 
Loco charting, which is helpful in Error free Calculation of Loco Holding, Earned 
Kilometer, GTKM, Detention etc. This software also provides Loco movement in 
graphical view replacing the Old and Traditional method of Loco Charting. 
  



 
OUT-STANDING WORK DONE BY CREW :
On date 20.05.2017, Sri Prasanta Kumar Biswal, Loco Pilot(G)/ANGL 
Kumar Meher98, Assistant Loco Pilot/ANGL were working train No. ME/JSPK. After 
passing TLHD, observed tree was fallen on track. So, he immediately stopped the train 
by applying emergency brake at 17.55 hrs. The Loco Pilot immediately took initia
clearing the track by cutting the tree trunk with the help of Sri Sanjay Kumar Meher, 

i) On date 18.11.2017, Sri K.S.Rao
P.K.Gupta, Asst. Loco Pilot/KUR while working train No. N/TPAK
experienced heavy jerk while passing in between section TAP
immediately controlled the train by applying emergency brake and gave memo 
to Station Master, Nirakarpur and informed the same 
checking, he found a major rail fracture at Km.480/1

 

i)  

 
         

ii)On11.11.17, Sri SURESH CHANDRA 
BEHERA, Loco Pilot(Goods)/CTC and Sri 
AJIT KUMAR SAHOO, Asst. Loco 
Pilot/CTC while working train No. 
ERNTECL-13 observed hanging OHE at 
Km No. 490/8N after home signal of 
TLHD station. So, imm
the train by applying emergency before 
the point of hanging without damaging 
the Panto as well as OHE.

STANDING WORK DONE BY CREW : 
Sri Prasanta Kumar Biswal, Loco Pilot(G)/ANGL 

Kumar Meher98, Assistant Loco Pilot/ANGL were working train No. ME/JSPK. After 
passing TLHD, observed tree was fallen on track. So, he immediately stopped the train 
by applying emergency brake at 17.55 hrs. The Loco Pilot immediately took initia
clearing the track by cutting the tree trunk with the help of Sri Sanjay Kumar Meher, 

ALP/ANGL by collecting axe from the nearby village. 
Finally, track cleared and train left from the site at 
18.40 hrs. and cleared section at 18.18 hrs. 
 

With the timely initiative of both the Loco Pilot and 
Assistant Loco Pilot, the track was cleared from 
obstruction without waiting for/asking the help of 
the P.Way staff and avoided further detention of the 
train and punctuality loss of coaching trains.

 

                                                                    
 
 
 

On date 18.11.2017, Sri K.S.Rao-II, Loco Pilot (Good
, Asst. Loco Pilot/KUR while working train No. N/TPAK

experienced heavy jerk while passing in between section TAP
immediately controlled the train by applying emergency brake and gave memo 
to Station Master, Nirakarpur and informed the same to the on duty TLC. On 
checking, he found a major rail fracture at Km.480/1-3.  

Due to the above, the train No. 12841 Exp. 
detained at TAP from 23:05 hrs.
detained at KPXR from 00:55 
detained at KUR from 00:35 hrs.

Due to timely action of the Loco Pilot and 
devotion of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco 
Pilot, not only any loss to the railway property 
could be averted but also further damage and 
loss of life could be averted as 12841 HWH
CEN Coromandel exp., which was following 
train No. N/TPAK-11 

11.11.17, Sri SURESH CHANDRA 
BEHERA, Loco Pilot(Goods)/CTC and Sri 
AJIT KUMAR SAHOO, Asst. Loco 
Pilot/CTC while working train No. 

13 observed hanging OHE at 
Km No. 490/8N after home signal of 
TLHD station. So, immediately stopped 
the train by applying emergency before 
the point of hanging without damaging 
the Panto as well as OHE. 

Sri Prasanta Kumar Biswal, Loco Pilot(G)/ANGL   &  Sri Sanjay 
Kumar Meher98, Assistant Loco Pilot/ANGL were working train No. ME/JSPK. After 
passing TLHD, observed tree was fallen on track. So, he immediately stopped the train 
by applying emergency brake at 17.55 hrs. The Loco Pilot immediately took initiative for 
clearing the track by cutting the tree trunk with the help of Sri Sanjay Kumar Meher, 

ALP/ANGL by collecting axe from the nearby village. 
Finally, track cleared and train left from the site at 
18.40 hrs. and cleared section at 18.18 hrs.  

e timely initiative of both the Loco Pilot and 
Assistant Loco Pilot, the track was cleared from 
obstruction without waiting for/asking the help of 
the P.Way staff and avoided further detention of the 
train and punctuality loss of coaching trains.  

                                                              

II, Loco Pilot (Goods)/KUR &  Sri 
, Asst. Loco Pilot/KUR while working train No. N/TPAK-11 

experienced heavy jerk while passing in between section TAP-NKP. So, he 
immediately controlled the train by applying emergency brake and gave memo 

to the on duty TLC. On 

Due to the above, the train No. 12841 Exp. 
23:05 hrs., 5630 Exp 

 hrs. & 22877 exp 
hrs. 

ly action of the Loco Pilot and 
devotion of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco 
Pilot, not only any loss to the railway property 
could be averted but also further damage and 
loss of life could be averted as 12841 HWH-
CEN Coromandel exp., which was following 



Due to timely action of the Loco Pilot, any damage to OHE/Panto as well as 
punctuality loss on this account could be averted.
 

iii)On date 05.12.2017, Sri Biswanath Behera, Loco Pilot (Goods)/TLHR & Sri 
Nitish Kumar, Asst. Loco Pilot/TLHR while working train No. ME/N/TPL
experienced heavy jerk between CTC
the train by applying emergency brake. I
already passed the spot and informed the same to the on duty TLC and on 
duty SM/KDRP from the spot. On checking, found a major rail fracture 
between Km No.421/5

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
     
 
 
 
        Due to alertness & timely action of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco Pilot, not only 
any loss to the railway property but also a serious disaster could be averted.

iv) On date 29.10.17, Sri Tusharkanti Sahoo, Loco Pilot(G)/TLHR & Sri 
D.K.Dhiraj, Asst. Loco Pilot/TLHR 
loco No. 28687/28169/ANGL between TLHD
noticed a herd of 20
he applied emergency brake and stopped the train. Due to timely action o
Loco Pilot, a possible mishap as well as punctuality loss could be averted as 
the passenger train No. 58413 was following the Goods train.
v)On date 13.09.17, Sri P.N.Sahoo, Loco Pilot(Goods)/PRDP while working 
train No. ME/PPAP with loco No. 28100/2
at 5.40 hrs. Loco Pilot controlled train at IBH between BDBA
hrs to 6.27 hrs for signal. Train started after signal given and LP applied 
emergency after observing red towel shown by public and train stopped at K
No. 486/1-3 at 6.32 hrs. On checking found a rail fracture of about 5 mm gap. 
The same was attended by PWI at the spot and after clamping given fit at 7.13 
hrs. Train started from the spot at 7.15 hrs.
10kmph. Due to timely ac
averted. 

vi) On date: 20/07/2017, Sri. B.Mallik, LP/VSKP and Sri. T.Kumar, ALP/VSKP 
worked Train No.12839Exp Ex.KUR to VSKP. While the train was running between 
TAP-NKP the train stopped at Km No. 479/13 at
dropped due to hitting by dead cattle.

Due to timely action of the Loco Pilot, any damage to OHE/Panto as well as 
punctuality loss on this account could be averted. 

On date 05.12.2017, Sri Biswanath Behera, Loco Pilot (Goods)/TLHR & Sri 
Nitish Kumar, Asst. Loco Pilot/TLHR while working train No. ME/N/TPL
experienced heavy jerk between CTC-KDRP. So, the he immediately stopped 
the train by applying emergency brake. In the meanwhile, 10
already passed the spot and informed the same to the on duty TLC and on 
duty SM/KDRP from the spot. On checking, found a major rail fracture 
between Km No.421/5-7.  

timely action of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco Pilot, not only 
any loss to the railway property but also a serious disaster could be averted.

On date 29.10.17, Sri Tusharkanti Sahoo, Loco Pilot(G)/TLHR & Sri 
D.K.Dhiraj, Asst. Loco Pilot/TLHR while working train No. ME/ATP
loco No. 28687/28169/ANGL between TLHD-BDPK, passing Km No. 489/21 
noticed a herd of 20-25 elephants was crossing the railway track after seeing 
he applied emergency brake and stopped the train. Due to timely action o
Loco Pilot, a possible mishap as well as punctuality loss could be averted as 
the passenger train No. 58413 was following the Goods train. 

On date 13.09.17, Sri P.N.Sahoo, Loco Pilot(Goods)/PRDP while working 
train No. ME/PPAP with loco No. 28100/28185/ANGL through passed BDBA 
at 5.40 hrs. Loco Pilot controlled train at IBH between BDBA
hrs to 6.27 hrs for signal. Train started after signal given and LP applied 
emergency after observing red towel shown by public and train stopped at K

3 at 6.32 hrs. On checking found a rail fracture of about 5 mm gap. 
The same was attended by PWI at the spot and after clamping given fit at 7.13 
hrs. Train started from the spot at 7.15 hrs. with a speed restriction of 

kmph. Due to timely action of the Loco Pilot a possible mishap could be 

On date: 20/07/2017, Sri. B.Mallik, LP/VSKP and Sri. T.Kumar, ALP/VSKP 
worked Train No.12839Exp Ex.KUR to VSKP. While the train was running between 

NKP the train stopped at Km No. 479/13 at 7.40hrs as BP and MR pressure 
dropped due to hitting by dead cattle.   

Due to timely action of the Loco Pilot, any damage to OHE/Panto as well as 

On date 05.12.2017, Sri Biswanath Behera, Loco Pilot (Goods)/TLHR & Sri 
Nitish Kumar, Asst. Loco Pilot/TLHR while working train No. ME/N/TPL-09 

KDRP. So, the he immediately stopped 
n the meanwhile, 10-wagons have 

already passed the spot and informed the same to the on duty TLC and on 
duty SM/KDRP from the spot. On checking, found a major rail fracture 

timely action of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco Pilot, not only    
any loss to the railway property but also a serious disaster could be averted. 

On date 29.10.17, Sri Tusharkanti Sahoo, Loco Pilot(G)/TLHR & Sri 
while working train No. ME/ATP-72 with 

BDPK, passing Km No. 489/21 
25 elephants was crossing the railway track after seeing 

he applied emergency brake and stopped the train. Due to timely action of the 
Loco Pilot, a possible mishap as well as punctuality loss could be averted as 

 
On date 13.09.17, Sri P.N.Sahoo, Loco Pilot(Goods)/PRDP while working 

8185/ANGL through passed BDBA 
at 5.40 hrs. Loco Pilot controlled train at IBH between BDBA-PRDP from 5.45 
hrs to 6.27 hrs for signal. Train started after signal given and LP applied 
emergency after observing red towel shown by public and train stopped at Km 

3 at 6.32 hrs. On checking found a rail fracture of about 5 mm gap. 
The same was attended by PWI at the spot and after clamping given fit at 7.13 

with a speed restriction of 
tion of the Loco Pilot a possible mishap could be 

On date: 20/07/2017, Sri. B.Mallik, LP/VSKP and Sri. T.Kumar, ALP/VSKP 
worked Train No.12839Exp Ex.KUR to VSKP. While the train was running between 

7.40hrs as BP and MR pressure 



 
 

LP checked and found that BP and FP 
pipes uncoupled at two locations in 
between Locomotive and 1st coach and 
in between 2nd coach and 3rd coach.  
He coupled the same but still BP 
pressure not recreated.  Again he 
checked the loco and found BP leakage 
from control reservoir drain cock as it 
was broken.  LP shut down the loco to 
exhaust all the pressure.  He removed 
the aux. control reservoir drain cock of 
first coach (SLR No. ER028079) after 
isolating the coach and fitted the same 
in control reservoir of the locomotive 
(Photo enclosed).  The trouble was 
rectified with in a short period of 35 
minutes and train departed from spot 
at 8.15hrs.  

 
With the timely initiative of both the Sri. B.Mallik, LP/VSKP and Sri. T.Kumar, 
ALP/VSKP, the track was cleared from obstruction without waiting for/asking the help 
of the C&W staff and avoided further detention of the train and punctuality loss of 
coaching trains. 
 

vii)On date 25.05.2017, train No.ME/NYG/NBOX with loco No. 28247/28137, 
WAG-7/ANGL, load–60/59 ½ =1485 (T) dispatched from SGDP at 5:47 hrs. on 
line clear from CLDR and stopped at DN home signal at danger from 6:10 hrs. 
In the mean while, SM/CLDR dispatched ME/DPCB UP train with loco No. 
23518/23186, WAG-5/ TKD with load 59/58 ½=5193 (T) from CLDR to SGDP. 
But, Loco Pilot Sri K.Ch. Behera, of ME/DPCB stopped the train just after 
advance starter while observed another train standing at DN home signal with 
a visible distance of about 100 mtrs. due to curvature. Finally, train backed to 
CLDR station at 7:55 hrs. and allowed the DN train No. ME/NYG/N Box for 
through pass CLDR over R1 at 8:17 hrs. Due to alertness & timely action of 
Sri K.Ch. Behera, Loco Pilot/KDJR & Sri B.K.Majhi, ALP/KDJR working train 
No. ME/DPCB, a possible Head On Collision could be averted. 
viii)On date 04.05.2017, Sri D.K.Satapathy, Loco Pilot/TLHR &                                
Sri J.K.Chaurasia, ALP/TLHR working train No. MBMB, while passing Km No. 
442/18-20 between JRZ-DNKL near DNKL home (DN line) at 3.50 hrs., 
observed heavy jerk.  So, LP immediately stopped the train by applying 
emergency brake and on checking found rail fracture. So, he immediately 
reported the matter to all concerned and PWI staff attended the site and 
clamped the rail and allowed the train with a restricted speed. Due to timely 
alertness & timely action of both LP & ALP, a possible mishap could be 
averted. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
ix)On date 25.05.2017, train No.ME/NYG/NBOX with loco No. 28247/28137, WAG-
7/ANGL, load–60/59 ½ =1485 (T) dispatched from SGDP at 5:47 hrs. on line clear from 
CLDR and stopped at DN home signal at danger at 6:10 hrs. In the mean while, 
SM/CLDR dispatched ME/DPCB UP train with loco No. 23518/23186, WAG-5/ TKD 
with load 59/58 ½=5193 (T) from CLDR to SGDP. But, Loco Pilot Sri K.Ch. Behera, of 
ME/DPCB stopped the train by applying emergency brake just after advance starter 
while observed another train standing at DN home signal with a visible distance of 
about 100 mtrs. due to curvature.  Finally, train backed to CLDR station at 7:55 hrs. 
and allowed the DN train No. ME/NYG/N Box for through pass CLDR over R1 at 8:17 
hrs. Due to altertness & timely action of both the Loco Pilot & Asst. Loco Pilot of 
working train No. ME/DPCB, a possible Head On Collision/disaster could be 
averted. 

x)On date 27.04.2017, Loco Pilot Sri C.B.Moharana, working train No. 58424 
passenger ex. PRDP to BHC between KIS-BYY after passing 100 mtrs from the 
LC Gate No. 173, LP observed that a girl student aged about 18 years was 
rushing towards the train & was talking on mobile handset. So, LP 
immediately applied emergency brake and train stopped just after touching the 
body of the girl and the girl fell down in front of the engine. So, the LP 
immediately got down from the locomotive and saved the gild student (B.Tech). 
He, then informed the matter to the on duty SMR & handed over the girl to on 
duty Gateman. With the timely action of the Loco Pilot, a precious life of the 
girl student could be saved. The matter has also been reflected in the Odiya 
Daily “The Dharitree” dated. 28.04.2017 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


